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INTRODUCTION
Over the past few years statesponsored hacking has received attention that would make a
rockstar jealous. Discussion of malware has shifted in focus from ‘cyber crime’ to ‘cyber
weapons’, there have been intense public debates on attribution of various high profile attacks,
and heated policy discussion surrounding regulation of offensive tools. We’ve also seen the sale
of ‘lawful intercept’ malware become a global trade.
While a substantial focus has revolved around the activities of China, Russia, and Iran, recent
discoveries have revealed the capabilities of Western nations such as WARRIORPRIDE aka.
Regin (FVEY) and SNOWGLOBE aka. Babar (France). Many have argued that digital
operations are a logical, even desirable part of modern statecraft. The step from digital
espionage to political persecution is, however, a small one. Commercially written, offensive
software from companies like FinFisher and Hacking Team has been sold to repressive regimes
under the guise of ‘governmental intrusion’ software.

Nation state hacking operations are frequently wellfunded, difficult to attribute, and rarely
prosecuted even if substantive evidence can be discovered. While efforts have been made to
counter this problem, proof is hard to find and even more difficult to correctly interpret. This
creates a perfect storm of conditions for lies, vendor lies, and flimsy attribution.
We will present

a novel approach to binary stylometry, which helps matching binaries of equal authorship and
allows credible linking of binaries into the bigger picture of an attack.

Case Study on FinFisher / Hacking Team / VUPEN
Our publications on the FinFisher and RCS commercial spyware opened the field to investigate
the systematic use of hacking by Western law enforcement as well as regimes around the world.
Despite numerous reports with reproducible scientific results, spyware vendors like FinFisher
and HackingTeam have been consistently denied these discoveries and the weight of the
uncovered abuses. Leaked internal documents, however, showed the uncontestable nature of
the attribution. Binary attributes, certificates and network behavior have provided systematic
ways to monitor the use of such products for an extended period of time.

Case Study on Regin malware
Regin has been one of the most peculiar cases among the trove of nationstate attacks that
have come to light in the last few years. With malware samples spanning over a timeframe of
more than 10 years, Regin is one of the largest and most sophisticated malware frameworks
discovered to date.
Technical analysis by the authors tied with corroborating evidence provided by leaked
documents made Regin (aka WARRIORPRIDE) to be one of the first malware kits to be
conclusively attributed to a Western nationstate actor[5]. Consequently, it also represented one
of the first instances where security vendors had to face their political biases and publicly justify
several years of silence on hacking by governments which are their customers.

Case Study on Animal Farm
The recently uncovered Animal Farm malware and its associated families serve as a useful
example for our proposed method, as the binaries are straightforward and easily understood.
They come with many of the described features. Additionally, a fairly large set of binaries have
been identified, estimated to be developed over a span of several years and by different
authors, while showing very different functionality.

The different families of Animal Farm are NBOT, TFC, Bunny, Babar, Casper and Dino;
respectively DDoS malware, reconnaissance malware, espionage tools and scripting bots. Their
intentions are very different, yet the list of shared features applied through the introduced
catalog is long.
By extracting the before mentioned data for the different families we can prove without doubt
that NBOT, TFC, Bunny, Babar, Casper and Dino originate from the same group of authors.

PROBLEM STATEMENT
In malware research, especially when dealing with APT and nation state campaigns, we face
the challenge of putting the malware at hand into context. Vendors and nationstates are obliged
to deny attribution, even if correct. Furthermore, a binary itself does not give away who wrote it,
who controlled it, who the infected victims were or what the aim of the operation that involved it
was. A standalone binary does not even tell which operation involved it.
We cannot conclude from a binary to its context. What we can do though, is posit from a binary
to a related binary, which in most cases helps a great deal in the investigation. Bringing a
malicious binary in context with known APT malware often allows credible conclusions about the
nature of an attack or in a few limited cases even allows linking a binary with an alleged
operator.
In malware research conclusions are very often based on nonscientific research. We present
the reader with an approach that helps building credible links between a binary and a given set
of binaries from the same author in a measurable way.

Related Research
A number of research projects focus on authorship attribution of code, commonly named code
stylometry. The aim of these projects is to identify the origin of a piece of source code or a
binary within a set of repositories by known authors.
Code stylometry most certainly does not work on binaries as compilers and disassemblers (or
decompilers) wash away most attributes mentioned in recent publications. Caliskan [1]
describes attributes, for example, the average number of characters per word, character count,
use of special characters, punctuation and percentage of digits as feasible for source code
attribution. These cannot be applied to disassembled or decompiled binaries.
Burrows, Uitdenbogerd and Turpin [3] base their authorship attribution research on a feature set
including white spaces, operators, literals, keywords, I/O words and function words from

standard C libraries. Again, considering the loss of information through disassembly or
decompilation this approach will most certainly fail.
Research published by Rosenblum, Zhu and Miller [4] describes methodologies to automatically
detect stylistic features of binary code. Their approach derives features from a control flow
graph representation, the instruction sequence of a binary to build a classifier based on support
vector machines, as well as the clustering of program authors based on the kmeans algorithm.
The set of derived features are ngrams and idioms from an instruction level; graphlets,
supergraphlets and call graphlets from the control flow graph as well as library calls.
While this is probably the closest to putting two binaries in a context, the approach comes with
weaknesses. Regarding APT or nation state malware, one or more families of malicious
binaries do not stem from one author but most likely from a team of developers with switching
team members, who have been working on the malware over a long period of time. Additionally,
the described technique does not consider standard library code within a binary, deal with
obfuscated binaries or show resistance against attribution evasion or false flag techniques. At
the same time numerous aspects of malware are not considered for classification, especially
with regard to APT and nation state malware.

AN APPROACH TO BINARY STYLOMETRY
We present a novel approach on creating credible links between binaries originating from the
same group of authors. The technique is based on features derived from different domains,
such as implementation details, applied evasion techniques, classical malware traits or
infrastructure attributes. Such features could for example be shared memory allocation habits,
obfuscation or custom encryption algorithms, reused antisimulation tricks, shared system
infiltration or persistence techniques or shared command and control servers.
Deriving features from various domains helps avoid sole reliance on the binary representation of
a sample. On the instruction level a program can be altered with something as simple as a
change in compiler settings. Also, a broader set of attributes counters deliberate authorship
confusion techniques. It is assumed that attributable features are possibly faked, but we rely on
the fact that it is difficult to fake all features on all levels. The question finally is, how many
features can we gather from compiled binaries and how many do we need to create a credible
link?
The following catalog of attributes has proven to be feasible in identifying related binaries. It is
important to evaluate the information gained from the dedicated features in order to draw correct
conclusions. Primary interest lies in features that are more likely to be introduced by the
program author than from outside, from the compiler or linker for example.

String constants
●
●
●
●
●

Error / status messages
String formatting style
English grammar mistakes
C&C commands
Timestamp formatting

Implementation traits
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Memory allocation habits
Use of global variables
Multithreading model
Software architecture and design
Constructor design
Dynamic API loading technique
Exception handling
Usage of public source code
Programming language and compiler
Compilation time stamps and time zones

Custom features
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Obfuscation techniques
Stealth and evasion techniques
Use of encryption and compression algorithms
(Shared) encryption keys
Reused source code in general
Malware specific features
System infiltration
Propagation mechanisms
Artifact naming schemes / algorithms
Data exfiltration techniques
System / OS version determination technique
C&C command parsing implementation
Malware configuration

Infrastructure
●
●
●

C&C servers
Countries / languages used for domain hosting and naming
User agent / beaconing style

●
●

Communication protocol / port
Communication intervals

PROOF OF CONCEPT: SNOWGLOBE
The proposed catalogue applied to a selection of SNOWGLOBE samples outlines a relation
among the families and sums up the most identifying features. Due to size restrictions not all
features are shown in the summary. The colors help in easy identification of links; white
indicates no relation, light yellow a weak link and dark yellow that a strong link was found.
Further more, nonoverlapping attributes help understand the differences among related sample
and even show a summary of individual traits. These help understand interests and
development capabilities of a given threat actor.

In order to maintain the practical use of this approach the derived features need to be as
normalized as possible. The preferred data format is JSON, due to its flexibility in adding and
extending nodes. The proposed format is as follows:
StringConstants:
StatusMessages:
Present (BOOL) | Messages (ARRAY)
StringFormatting (TEXT)
Typos:
Present (BOOL) | Mistakes (ARRAY)
CnCCommands (ARRAY)
Timestamp:
Formatting (TEXT) | ApiList (ARRAY)
Implementation:
MemoryAllocation:
ApiList (ARRAY) | Wrappers (BOOL) | SpecialObservations (TEXT)
GlobalVariables:
Usage [No/Few/Many] (TEXT) | SpecialObservations (TEXT)
ThreadingModel:
Complexity [simple/complex] (BOOL) | Description (TEXT) |
CoordinationMechanisms (ARRAY)
SoftwareArchitecture:
BinaryType [exe/dll/sys] (TEXT) | Standalone (BOOL) |
ArchitectureDescription (TEXT)
Constructors:
Default (BOOL) | SpecialObservations (TEXT)
DynamicApiLoading:
Present (BOOL) | Description (TEXT)
ExceptionHandlingObservations (TEXT)
PublicSourceCode:
Present (BOOL) | SourcesList (ARRAY)
LanguageCompiler (TEXT)
CompilationTime (ARRAY)
CustomFeatures:
ObfuscationTechniques (ARRAY)
EvasionTechniques (ARRAY)
UsedAlgorithms (ARRAY)
UsedKeys (ARRAY)
ReusedFeatures (ARRAY)
MalwareFeatures (ARRAY)
PersistenceTechniques (ARRAY)
InfiltrationTechniques (TEXT)
PropagationTechniques (ARRAY)
Artifacts:
ArtifactNames (ARRAY) | SpecialObservations (TEXT)
DataExfiltration:
Present (BOOL) | Description (TEXT)
OsRecognition:

APIList (ARRAY) | Description (TEXT)
CommandParsing:
Present (BOOL) | Description (TEXT)
Configuration:
Present (BOOL) | Hardcoded (BOOL) | SpecialObservations (BOOL)
Infrastructure:
CnCServers:
Domains (ARRAY) | SpecialObservations (TEXT)
GeoData (ARRAY)
Beaconing (TEXT)
ProtocolPort (ARRAY)
CommunicationIntervals (TEXT)

Feature extraction and comparison is an overall tedious process and for most features has to be
performed by an analyst by hand. Automation to a small extent is possible, for example in
extracting API lists or detecting timestamp formatting strings. Most attributes though require
deep understanding of the malware and cannot be accomplished by machine logic. Once the
data is complete and abstracted it describes the most important features of a malware sample,
needed to compare two or more samples or even malware families.

GAINED VALUE
The presented approach enables analysts to credibly link related binaries and prove or deny a
relation among families of binaries. As experienced by realworld case studies, by being able to
prove the different families stem from the same group of authors, one can conclude the various
interests of the malware operator by considering the capabilities of the malware. Also it is
interesting to derive a higher level of information, such as increasing coding capabilities of the
authors or added code features over time. Furthermore, the technique can help proving that the
same malware is being used in different operations, thus show that one actor has expanded
interests or the same malware strain is being used by different actors.
On the other hand, in reality it is often even more useful to prove the opposite, namely that two
malware strains do not carry similar handwriting.

RESTRICTIONS
This research does not focus on authorship attribution, which in itself is an extraordinarily tough
objective when basing conclusions solely on binaries. Our purpose is only to build credible links
among binaries from one author or a group of authors.

We do not plan to apply machine learning as the amount of known nation state malware
binaries is considerably small, thus the data set very limited. Handson work is involved in
deriving features, automation in the comparison step can be achieved by maintaining an
appropriate threat data base which allows basic data analytics.
The presented technique shall not be understood as binary similarity research, as we aim to
identify binaries from the same authors rather than to identify binaries with similar functionality.
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